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Legal Notices

This document is solely for the use of professional
investors and should not be relied upon by any other
person. It is not intended for use by retail clients.
Important Information and Risk Factors
Baillie Gifford & Co and Baillie Gifford & Co Limited are
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA). Baillie Gifford & Co Limited is an Authorised
Corporate Director of OEICs.
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited provides investment
management and advisory services to non-UK
Professional/Institutional clients only. Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford & Co. Baillie
Gifford Overseas Limited is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority.
Baillie Gifford Asia (Hong Kong) Limited
柏基亞洲(香港)有限公司 is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford
Overseas Limited and holds a Type 1 and Type 2 licence from
the Securities & Futures Commission of Hong Kong to market
and distribute Baillie Gifford’s range of collective investment
schemes to professional investors in Hong Kong. Baillie
Gifford Asia (Hong Kong) Limited 柏基亞洲(香港)有限公司
can be contacted at Suites 2713-2715, Two International
Finance Centre, 8 Finance Street, Central, Hong Kong,
Telephone +852 3756 5700.
Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited
provides investment management and advisory services to
European (excluding UK) clients. It was incorporated in
Ireland in May 2018. Baillie Gifford Investment Management
(Europe) Limited is authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland
as an AIFM under the AIFM Regulations and as a UCITS
management company under the UCITS Regulation. Baillie
Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited is also
authorised in accordance with Regulation 7 of the AIFM
Regulations, to provide management of portfolios of
investments, including Individual Portfolio Management
(‘IPM’) and Non-Core Services. Baillie Gifford Investment
Management (Europe) Limited has been appointed as UCITS
management company to the following UCITS umbrella
company; Baillie Gifford Worldwide Funds plc.
Through passporting it has established Baillie Gifford
Investment Management (Europe) Limited (Frankfurt Branch)

to market its investment management and advisory services
and distribute Baillie Gifford Worldwide Funds plc in
Germany. Similarly, it has established Baillie Gifford
Investment Management (Europe) Limited (Amsterdam
Branch) to market its investment management and advisory
services and distribute Baillie Gifford Worldwide Funds plc in
The Netherlands.
Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited
also has a representative office in Zurich, Switzerland pursuant
to Art. 58 of the Federal Act on Financial Institutions
(“FinIA”). The representative office is authorised by the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA). The
representative office does not constitute a branch and therefore
does not have authority to commit Baillie Gifford Investment
Management (Europe) Limited.
Baillie Gifford Investment Management (Europe) Limited
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited, which is wholly owned by Baillie Gifford & Co.
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited and Baillie Gifford & Co are
authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct
Authority.
Persons resident or domiciled outwith the UK should
consult with their professional advisers as to whether they
require any governmental or other consents in order to enable
them to invest, and with their tax advisers for advice relevant to
their own particular circumstances.
This document contains information on investments which
does not constitute independent research. Accordingly, it is not
subject to the protections afforded to independent research and
Baillie Gifford and its staff may have dealt in the investments
concerned.
All information is based on a representative portfolio, new
client portfolios may not mirror the representative portfolio
exactly. As at September 30, 2022, in US dollars and sourced
from Baillie Gifford & Co unless otherwise stated.

South Africa
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is registered as a Foreign
Financial Services Provider with the Financial Sector Conduct
Authority in South Africa.

North America
Baillie Gifford International LLC is wholly owned by Baillie
Gifford Overseas Limited; it was formed in Delaware in 2005
and is registered with the SEC. It is the legal entity through
which Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited provides client service
and marketing functions in North America. Baillie Gifford
Overseas Limited is registered with the SEC in the United
States of America.
The Manager is not resident in Canada, its head office and
principal place of business is in Edinburgh, Scotland. Baillie
Gifford Overseas Limited is regulated in Canada as a portfolio
manager and exempt market dealer with the Ontario Securities
Commission ('OSC'). Its portfolio manager licence is currently
passported into Alberta, Quebec, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and
Newfoundland & Labrador whereas the exempt market dealer
licence is passported across all Canadian provinces and
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territories. Baillie Gifford International LLC is regulated by the
OSC as an exempt market and its licence is passported across
all Canadian provinces and territories. Baillie Gifford
Investment Management (Europe) Limited (‘BGE’) relies on
the International Investment Fund Manager Exemption in the
provinces of Ontario and Quebec.

Japan
Mitsubishi UFJ Baillie Gifford Asset Management Limited
(‘MUBGAM’) is a joint venture company between Mitsubishi
UFJ Trust & Banking Corporation and Baillie Gifford
Overseas Limited. MUBGAM is authorised and regulated by
the Financial Conduct Authority.

South Korea
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited is licensed with the Financial
Services Commission in South Korea as a cross border
Discretionary Investment Manager and Non-Discretionary
Investment Adviser.

Australia
Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited (ARBN 118 567 178) is
registered as a foreign company under the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth) and holds Foreign Australian Financial Services
Licence No 528911. This material is provided to you on the
basis that you are a “wholesale client” within the meaning of
section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth)
(“Corporations Act”). Please advise Baillie Gifford Overseas
Limited immediately if you are not a wholesale client. In no
circumstances may this document be made available to a “retail
client” within the meaning of section 761G of the Corporations
Act. This material contains general information only. It does
not take into account any person’s objectives, financial
situation or needs.

Israel
Baillie Gifford Overseas is not licensed under Israel’s
Regulation of Investment Advising, Investment Marketing and
Portfolio Management Law, 5755-1995 (the Advice Law) and
does not carry insurance pursuant to the Advice Law. This
document is only intended for those categories of Israeli
residents who are qualified clients listed on the First
Addendum to the Advice Law.

Past Performance
Past performance is not a guide to future returns. Changes in
investment strategies, contributions or withdrawals may
materially alter the performance and results of the portfolio.
Material market or economic conditions will have an
impact on investment results. The returns presented in this
document are gross of fees unless otherwise stated and reflect
the reinvestment of dividends and interest.
Historical performance results for investment indexes
and/or categories, generally do not reflect the deduction of
transaction costs and/or custodial charges or the deduction of
an investment management fee, the incurrence of which would
have the effect of decreasing historical performance results.
It should not be assumed that recommendations/
transactions made in the future will be profitable or will equal
performance of the securities mentioned.

Potential for Profit and Loss
All investment strategies have the potential for profit and loss.

Stock Examples
Any stock examples, or images, used in this paper are not
intended to represent recommendations to buy or sell, neither is
it implied that they will prove profitable in the future. It is not
known whether they will feature in any future portfolio
produced by us. Any individual examples will represent only a
small part of the overall portfolio and are inserted purely to
help illustrate our investment style. A full list of portfolio
holdings is available on request.

Financial Intermediaries
This document is suitable for use of financial intermediaries.
Financial intermediaries are solely responsible for any further
distribution and Baillie Gifford takes no responsibility for the
reliance on this document by any other person who did not
receive this document directly from Baillie Gifford.

Executive Summary
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Product Overview
Global Alpha is a long-term, diversified, global equity strategy selecting growth stocks on a bottom up basis with a focus on
fundamental analysis. The strategy combines the specialised knowledge of Baillie Gifford’s investment teams with the experience
of some of our most senior investors.

Risk Analysis
Key Statistics
Number of Holdings
Typical Number of Holdings
Active Share
Rolling One Year Turnover

92
70-120
86%*
10%

*Relative to MSCI ACWI Index. Source: Baillie Gifford & Co, MSCI.

Stock markets remain at odds with our long-term
growth approach
The portfolio retains superior quality and growth
characteristics
We are adopting an increasingly reward seeking
mindset, energised by being back on the road

Baillie Gifford Key Facts
Assets under management and advice
Number of clients
Number of employees
Number of investment professionals

US$254.0bn
846
1820
385

Commentary

Parallels can be drawn between Edinburgh during its
world-famous arts festival and much of what has been
happening in equity markets in recent years. The city
nearly doubles in population and is unrecognisable to
locals. The early days of September see the tourists return
home and the restoration of order to the streets, squares
and buildings, which have acted as temporary venues
throughout August. Like the festival, equity markets
(particularly growth equities) have been a home for
investor exuberance and supported increasing valuations,
only to have been subject to an inevitable exodus from
growth assets this year. The serious point is that, in our
capacity as both Edinburgh residents and investors, we
remain and are focusing increasingly on the opportunities
that lie ahead.
This is not to say that everything is rosy in the garden
again. Plainly not. The performance of the Global Alpha
portfolio remains challenging. The backdrop of an ongoing
war in Europe between Russia and Ukraine, rising
inflation and aggressive central bank rate rises have done
little to ease investor concern. The sort of structurally
expanding businesses we invest in, particularly those
where profits lie a few years out, remain out of favour.
As you would expect, we remain resolutely long-term in
our outlook.
Resilience, quality, growth
It is important that we acknowledge that much of what
we conveyed last quarter remains true. Our confidence in
the portfolio is underpinned by the underlying holdings’
superior resilience, quality, and growth characteristics.
The portfolio remains significantly less indebted (Net
Debt to Equity 10 per cent versus 50 per cent for the
market, as at end September) and has higher margin
structures (EBIT margins of 16 per cent versus 13 per
cent) than the broader market. These are desirable in a
world where both input and funding costs are rising, and
the demand environment for companies is less certain.
The operational performance of the vast majority of the
portfolio remains strong, reflected in its delivered and
forecast growth. For example, forecast (1 year) earnings
growth is at a 40 per cent premium to the market. Our
conviction strengthens as time horizons move beyond
five years.
There is no room for complacency, however. We have
continued to scrutinise holdings that could be materially
challenged in an inflationary environment or exposed to
a possible tapering of discretionary demand. This has led
us to sell the position in Carvana; the US online used car
platform. A disappointingly brief holding
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(purchased in May last year), Carvana buys inventory
on credit and sells to consumers who are often reliant on
credit. In a period of rising interest rates and weakening
demand for highly discretionary goods, our view is that
Carvana’s probability of success is narrowing. As we
noted previously, this leaves a small proportion of the
portfolio (<1 per cent) that we consider to be most
challenged by the changing economic outlook. We
continue to contemplate the long-term implications
for the likes of Wayfair (online furniture retail), Chegg
(online learning) and Adidas (sports apparel).
Seeking reward
The portfolio’s superior quality and growth
characteristics provide a platform from which to be
reward-seeking on our clients’ behalf. Now is an exciting
time to be a stock picker. The markets’ short-termism and
desire for certainty present valuation anomalies among
some of what we believe to be the long-term winners
of the future. We have begun to take advantage of this
by investing in companies that we have long admired
but have been unable to justify on valuation grounds.
These include Adobe (digital content), Analog Devices
(semiconductors) and Royalty Pharma (healthcare
funding). More broadly, we believe that the portfolio is
opportunistically poised – split approximately 40 per cent
in ‘Compounders’, 30 per cent in ‘Disruptors’ and 30 per
cent in ‘Capital Allocators’ – to deploy capital from the
‘Compounders’ (which have held up well in relative
terms) into selective opportunities where the relative
return potential is greater.
Indeed, there has been palpable excitement around the
Global Alpha desk. At the most recent portfolio review
group meeting – our six-weekly forum at which we
gather the core team and our ‘scout’ network – we
explicitly addressed a range of reward-seeking questions.
Whilst few firm conclusions were reached, several
avenues for further exploration were earmarked.
Questions included ‘where is there evidence of business
models working?’, in response to which there were
enthusiastic backers of holdings successfully entrenching
competitive positions. These included holdings like
Cloudflare, Snowflake and Datadog in cloud services,
Adyen in payments and Coupang in ecommerce. Further
discussion related to where there might be skilled
management teams with capital to deploy. There could
be opportunities for the likes of Moderna in vaccine
development and CoStar in property market data and
analytics, whilst our colleagues in the European team
instilled the virtues of companies not
held in the portfolio, such as investment holding firms
Kinnevik and Exor. While we do not seek to second

Commentary

guess the market, we spent some time considering where
fears may be overplayed. Stocks highlighted included
Exact Sciences, which may be perceived as speculative
by the market because it invests heavily in its cancer
testing technology, and Meta (formerly Facebook),
where worries about competition and its vision for the
‘Metaverse’ may have led to an underestimation of the
capabilities of its leadership team.
Back on the road
We have been energised by the return of in-person
meetings with investee companies and prospective
holdings. We have been able to travel locally and
further afield, including to the US and Latin America.
We met with a variety of existing and potential holdings
across a diverse range of sectors and industries.
Indeed, we were fortunate to spend significant time
with the founder and four executive management team
members of MercadoLibre (MELI) across three different
meetings in three different countries. This access afforded
us a better understanding of the depth of MELI’s
executive talent pool and the future drivers of growth
for the business. MELI operates a dominant ecommerce
platform in several Latin American countries. It has built
the continent’s leading logistics network, which underpins
its superior offering (80 per cent of orders delivered in
<48 hours). There remains significant scope for growth
by dint of operating in structurally growing markets
(ecommerce penetration in Latin America is around
10 per cent) and by building its market share in its largest
markets (Mexico, Brazil and Argentina). Where future
growth may not be fully appreciated is MELI’s payment
and financing arm, which is currently growing revenues
at more than 100 per cent. Against the backdrop of a
financial system that appears excessively profitable at
consumers’ expense, MELI can offer payment, financing
and credit services that are radically better for consumers
in a market structurally underbanked. We are excited by
its transformative potential and have taken a 0.5 per cent
position for the portfolio.
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The value of these in-person conversations should
not be underestimated. Not only could we directly
address questions about the competitive landscape for
MELI’s ecommerce platform and the stability of its
financing arm, but our broader view of where there may
be structural growth opportunities was enriched. Our
recent trip involved meetings with several innovative
financial disruptors and a venture capital provider.
The financial sector in many Latin American countries
appears ripe for disruption, given the egregious profits
of incumbent banks. We were left in no doubt that the
process of disruption has begun and that this area could
be subject to significant change and opportunity in the
future.
We also spent a significant time with existing holding,
Farfetch, the online luxury platform. Among the most
severely punished in share price terms this year, we have
elected to add to the position. A recent deal to acquire
a significant stake (47.5 per cent) of its competitor
Yoox-Net-a-Porter (owned by Richemont, another
holding) has strengthened Farfetch’s competitive
position. As part of the deal, Richemont will stock all its
‘maisons’ on Farfetch’s site and transition all its own
brands’ websites onto Farfetch’s ecommerce technology
platform. In our view this confirms and vindicates the
viability of Farfetch’s third-party platform, which forms
an important part of our long-term investment case.
Elsewhere, we have elected to trim the position in the
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC).
We continue to believe in both the structural growth of
semiconductors (given their growing application) and the
notion that TSMC boasts superior scale and expertise in
the production of these. However, this had become a large
position in the portfolio (>2 per cent) and we felt that a
combination of our desire to broaden our semiconductor
exposure (research is progressing well in this area) and the
uncertain geopolitical tension between China and Taiwan
merited a mid-sized position which better reflects our view
of its probability-adjusted upside.

Commentary

Portfolio climate reporting
The importance of good stewardship and sustainable
growth is central to our approach. One facet of this is the
consideration of climate-related risks and opportunities
across the portfolio. We completed our first TCFD report,
which outlines how we manage these, in line with the
guidance provided by the Taskforce on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosures (TCFD). The report includes
metrics which we believe help to provide insight into
how companies are progressing towards net zero
alignment and help to guide our engagement activity.
The content, format and data will naturally evolve over
the coming years. The TCFD report is available on
request.
Outlook
Consistency of investment approach, particularly
through the difficult times, is of utmost importance.
Our investment edge remains in identifying and owning
growth companies for the long term. The purpose of this
is to allow the power of compound growth in revenues,
earnings and cashflows to drive share price appreciation
– clients should rightly challenge us if we appear to be
veering off course. Operating conditions for companies
change. We recognise this. This has prompted us to spend
considerable time assessing where there may be quality
cyclical opportunities – we are deepening our conviction
in several names. We are confident that we own a
collection of companies which should be well placed to
navigate a period of rising costs and potentially weaker
demand. Indeed, the financial characteristics and the
competitive positions of a vast majority of holdings lead
us to believe there is a reasonable likelihood that many
will outcompete their peers and emerge stronger.
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Performance - US Dollar
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Performance Objective
+2% to 3% p.a. over rolling 5 year periods vs benchmark.
The performance target stated is aspirational and in no way guaranteed, nor is it intended to be precise,
and is not used for the purpose of determining or constraining the composition of the fund’s portfolio. We
believe it to be a reasonable estimate of the amount by which we can outperform the relevant benchmark
in the long term through the consistent application of our investment process, taking into account the
opportunity set and the characteristics of the markets in which the strategy invests. Performance may
vary between segregated accounts and pooled funds in different jurisdictions as each structure will bear a
different set of costs. A single performance target may not be appropriate for all vehicles in all
jurisdictions and for this reason our fund specific materials will often refer to ‘material’ outperformance of
a benchmark. Factors that may lead to Baillie Gifford failing to meet our investment performance
objectives in future include a significant change in market characteristics such that our growth investment
style is unrewarded for a period of time; or misjudgement of the prospects for long-term earnings growth
for a significant number of individual stocks in which we invest.
Periodic Performance
Composite Net (%)

Benchmark (%)

Difference (%)

-6.7

-6.7

0.0

YTD*

-35.4

-25.3

-10.1

1 Year*

-35.2

-20.3

-14.9

3 Years

2.2

4.2

-2.1

5 Years

3.6

5.0

-1.3

10 Years

8.5

7.8

0.7

15 Years

5.6

4.6

1.0

Since Inception

7.6

6.5

1.1

3 Months*

Annualised periods ended 30 September 2022. *Not annualised.
Inception date: 31 May 2005.
Figures may not sum due to rounding.
Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index (MSCI World prior to 31 March 2008).
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
US dollars.

Discrete Performance
30/09/1730/09/18

30/09/1830/09/19

30/09/1930/09/20

30/09/2030/09/21

30/09/2130/09/22

Composite Net (%)

11.6

0.5

31.1

25.6

-35.2

Benchmark (%)

10.3

1.9

11.0

28.0

-20.3

Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
US dollars.
Global Alpha composite is more concentrated than MSCI ACWI Index.

Performance - Euro
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Performance Objective
+2% to 3% p.a. over rolling 5 year periods vs benchmark.
The performance target stated is aspirational and in no way guaranteed, nor is it intended to be precise,
and is not used for the purpose of determining or constraining the composition of the fund’s portfolio. We
believe it to be a reasonable estimate of the amount by which we can outperform the relevant benchmark
in the long term through the consistent application of our investment process, taking into account the
opportunity set and the characteristics of the markets in which the strategy invests. Performance may
vary between segregated accounts and pooled funds in different jurisdictions as each structure will bear a
different set of costs. A single performance target may not be appropriate for all vehicles in all
jurisdictions and for this reason our fund specific materials will often refer to ‘material’ outperformance of
a benchmark. Factors that may lead to Baillie Gifford failing to meet our investment performance
objectives in future include a significant change in market characteristics such that our growth investment
style is unrewarded for a period of time; or misjudgement of the prospects for long-term earnings growth
for a significant number of individual stocks in which we invest.

Periodic Performance
Composite Net (%)

Benchmark (%)

Difference (%)

-0.5

-0.4

0.0

YTD*

-25.1

-13.3

-11.7

1 Year*

-23.4

-5.7

-17.7

3 Years

5.9

8.0

-2.2

5 Years

7.6

9.0

-1.4

10 Years

11.5

10.8

0.7

15 Years

8.3

7.2

1.0

Since Inception

9.0

7.9

1.2

3 Months*

Annualised periods ended 30 September 2022. *Not annualised.
Inception date: 31 May 2005.
Figures may not sum due to rounding.
Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index (MSCI World prior to 31 March 2008).
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
euro

Discrete Performance
30/09/1730/09/18

30/09/1830/09/19

30/09/1930/09/20

30/09/2030/09/21

30/09/2130/09/22

Composite Net (%)

13.6

7.1

21.9

27.1

-23.4

Benchmark (%)

12.3

8.6

3.2

29.5

-5.7

Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
euro

Performance - Sterling
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Performance Objective
+2% to 3% p.a. over rolling 5 year periods vs benchmark.
The performance target stated is aspirational and in no way guaranteed, nor is it intended to be precise,
and is not used for the purpose of determining or constraining the composition of the fund’s portfolio. We
believe it to be a reasonable estimate of the amount by which we can outperform the relevant benchmark
in the long term through the consistent application of our investment process, taking into account the
opportunity set and the characteristics of the markets in which the strategy invests. Performance may
vary between segregated accounts and pooled funds in different jurisdictions as each structure will bear a
different set of costs. A single performance target may not be appropriate for all vehicles in all
jurisdictions and for this reason our fund specific materials will often refer to ‘material’ outperformance of
a benchmark. Factors that may lead to Baillie Gifford failing to meet our investment performance
objectives in future include a significant change in market characteristics such that our growth investment
style is unrewarded for a period of time; or misjudgement of the prospects for long-term earnings growth
for a significant number of individual stocks in which we invest.

Periodic Performance
Composite Net (%)

Benchmark (%)

Difference (%)

1.5

1.5

0.0

YTD*

-21.7

-9.4

-12.3

1 Year*

-21.8

-3.7

-18.0

3 Years

5.6

7.7

-2.1

5 Years

7.5

8.9

-1.4

10 Years

12.6

11.9

0.7

15 Years

9.9

8.9

1.0

10.7

9.5

1.2

3 Months*

Since Inception
Annualised periods ended 30 September 2022. *Not annualised.
Inception date: 31 May 2005.
Figures may not sum due to rounding.
Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index (MSCI World prior to 31 March 2008).
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
sterling

Discrete Performance
30/09/1730/09/18

30/09/1830/09/19

30/09/1930/09/20

30/09/2030/09/21

30/09/2130/09/22

Composite Net (%)

14.9

6.4

24.9

20.4

-21.8

Benchmark (%)

13.5

7.9

5.8

22.7

-3.7

Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
sterling

Performance – Canadian Dollar
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Performance Objective
+2% to 3% p.a. over rolling 5 year periods vs benchmark.
The performance target stated is aspirational and in no way guaranteed, nor is it intended to be precise,
and is not used for the purpose of determining or constraining the composition of the fund’s portfolio. We
believe it to be a reasonable estimate of the amount by which we can outperform the relevant benchmark
in the long term through the consistent application of our investment process, taking into account the
opportunity set and the characteristics of the markets in which the strategy invests. Performance may
vary between segregated accounts and pooled funds in different jurisdictions as each structure will bear a
different set of costs. A single performance target may not be appropriate for all vehicles in all
jurisdictions and for this reason our fund specific materials will often refer to ‘material’ outperformance of
a benchmark. Factors that may lead to Baillie Gifford failing to meet our investment performance
objectives in future include a significant change in market characteristics such that our growth investment
style is unrewarded for a period of time; or misjudgement of the prospects for long-term earnings growth
for a significant number of individual stocks in which we invest.

Periodic Performance
Composite Net (%)
3 Months*

Benchmark (%)

Difference (%)

-0.7

-0.6

0.0

YTD*

-29.8

-18.8

-11.0

1 Year*

-29.7

-13.5

-16.2

3 Years

3.4

5.5

-2.1

5 Years

5.6

7.0

-1.3

10 Years

12.2

11.5

0.7

15 Years

7.9

6.9

1.0

Since Inception

8.2

7.0

1.2

Annualised periods ended 30 September 2022. *Not annualised.
Inception date: 31 May 2005.
Figures may not sum due to rounding.
Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index (MSCI World prior to 31 March 2008).
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
Canadian dollars

Discrete Performance
30/09/1730/09/18

30/09/1830/09/19

30/09/1930/09/20

30/09/2030/09/21

30/09/2130/09/22

Composite Net (%)

15.4

2.9

32.2

19.1

-29.7

Benchmark (%)

14.1

4.4

12.0

21.4

-13.5

Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
Canadian dollars

Performance – Australian Dollar
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Performance Objective
+2% to 3% p.a. over rolling 5 year periods vs benchmark.
The performance target stated is aspirational and in no way guaranteed, nor is it intended to be precise,
and is not used for the purpose of determining or constraining the composition of the fund’s portfolio. We
believe it to be a reasonable estimate of the amount by which we can outperform the relevant benchmark
in the long term through the consistent application of our investment process, taking into account the
opportunity set and the characteristics of the markets in which the strategy invests. Performance may
vary between segregated accounts and pooled funds in different jurisdictions as each structure will bear a
different set of costs. A single performance target may not be appropriate for all vehicles in all
jurisdictions and for this reason our fund specific materials will often refer to ‘material’ outperformance of
a benchmark. Factors that may lead to Baillie Gifford failing to meet our investment performance
objectives in future include a significant change in market characteristics such that our growth investment
style is unrewarded for a period of time; or misjudgement of the prospects for long-term earnings growth
for a significant number of individual stocks in which we invest.

Periodic Performance
Composite Net (%)

Benchmark (%)

Difference (%)

-0.3

-0.2

0.0

YTD*

-27.0

-15.6

-11.4

1 Year*

-27.2

-10.4

-16.8

3 Years

3.8

5.9

-2.1

5 Years

7.9

9.2

-1.4

10 Years

13.9

13.1

0.7

15 Years

7.9

6.8

1.0

Since Inception

8.6

7.5

1.2

3 Months*

Annualised periods ended 30 September 2022. *Not annualised.
Inception date: 31 May 2005.
Figures may not sum due to rounding.
Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index (MSCI World prior to 31 March 2008).
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
Australian dollars

Discrete Performance
30/09/1730/09/18

30/09/1830/09/19

30/09/1930/09/20

30/09/2030/09/21

30/09/2130/09/22

Composite Net (%)

21.1

7.8

23.3

24.6

-27.2

Benchmark (%)

19.7

9.4

4.4

27.0

-10.4

Benchmark is MSCI ACWI Index
Source: StatPro, MSCI.
Australian dollars
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Stock Level Attribution
Top and Bottom Ten Contributors to Relative Performance
Quarter to 30 September 2022
Stock Name

One Year to 30 September 2022
Contribution (%)

Stock Name

Contribution (%)

Alnylam Pharmaceuticals

0.5

Elevance Health

1.1

The Trade Desk

0.4

AJ Gallagher & Co

0.7

Albemarle

0.3

Albemarle

0.5

Martin Marietta Materials

0.3

Alnylam Pharmaceuticals

0.4

AJ Gallagher & Co

0.2

BHP Group Ltd

0.3

Broadridge Financial Solutions

0.2

BHP Group Plc

0.3

Cloudflare

0.2

Service Corp Int

0.3

Farfetch

0.1

Paypal Holdings*

0.3

Charles Schwab

0.1

Reliance Industries

0.3

0.1

Olympus

Staar Surgical

0.2

Apple

-0.5

SEA

-2.2

Service Corp.Intl.

-0.3

Shopify

-1.3

Prudential

-0.3

Moderna

-1.3

Prosus

-0.3

Apple*

-1.0

AIA Group

-0.2

Twilio

-0.9

Li Auto

-0.2

Doordash

-0.8

Ping An Insurance

-0.2

Prudential

-0.8

Alibaba

-0.2

Farfetch

-0.7

Certara

-0.2

Wayfair

-0.7

Brilliance China Automotive

-0.1

Sberbank**

-0.6

Source: StatPro, MSCI. Global Alpha composite relative to MSCI ACWI Index.
The holdings identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or held during the measurement period. Past performance does not
guarantee future returns. A full list showing all holdings’ contribution to the portfolio’s performance and a description on how the attribution is
calculated is available on request. Some stocks may have only been held for part of the period. *Stocks not held in the portfolio.
**As at March 2022, this Russian holding was valued at zero by our Fair Value Pricing Committee due to the ongoing issues in the Russian market.
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Top Ten Largest Holdings
Stock Name

Description of Business

Elevance Health Inc.

Healthcare insurer

4.3

Microsoft

Software company

3.1

Martin Marietta Materials

Cement and aggregates manufacturer

3.0

Prosus

Portfolio of online consumer companies including Tencent

3.0

Reliance Industries

Indian petrochemical company

2.9

AJ Gallagher

Insurance broker

2.8

Moody's

Credit rating agency

2.7

Alphabet

Online search engine

2.5

Service Corporation International

Funeral services operator

2.4

Pernod Ricard

Global spirits manufacturer

2.1

Total

% of Portfolio

28.8

8

9
1

7

6

2
5

4

3

5
4

3

Sector Weights

(%)

1

Consumer Discretionary

18.4

2

Health Care

17.1

3

Financials

16.6

4

Information Technology

13.4

5

Materials

10.3

6

Communication Services

7.8

7

Industrials

6.9

8

Consumer Staples

3.9

9

Energy

3.2

10 Real Estate

1.4

11 Cash

1.1

Regional Weights

(%)

1

North America

58.1

2

Europe (ex UK)

15.1

3

Emerging Markets

11.6

4

Developed Asia Pacific

10.1

5

UK

3.9

6

Cash

1.1

1
2

Figures may not sum due to rounding.
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Voting Activity
Votes Cast in Favour

Votes Cast Against

Votes Abstained/Withheld

Companies

9 Companies

3 Companies

None

Resolutions

128 Resolutions

12 Resolutions

None

We are pleased to report that we remain a signatory of the UK
Stewardship Code. Each year every signatory submits their
Stewardship Report for FRC (Financial Reporting Council) approval.
We are already compiling the 2022 report
Over the last 12 months, Baillie Gifford has significantly increased the
resources dedicated to ESG research, integration and engagement.
There are over 40 ESG professionals working across multiple
departments
ESG regulation and associated reporting requirements continue to
evolve. Please let us know if you have any questions

Company Engagement
Engagement Type

Company

Corporate Governance

Axon Enterprise, Inc., CBRE Group, Inc.,
Chewy, Inc., Netflix, Inc., Ryanair
Holdings plc, Twilio Inc.

Environmental/Social

B3 S.A. - Brasil, Bolsa, BalcAo, CRH plc,
MercadoLibre, Inc., Meta Platforms, Inc.,
Royalty Pharma plc, SMC Corporation,
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company Limited, The Trade Desk, Inc.,
Wayfair Inc.

AGM or EGM Proposals

Abiomed, Inc., Compagnie Financière
Richemont SA, Prosus N.V., Snowflake,
Wizz Air Holdings Plc

Executive Remuneration

Prosus N.V.

Notes on company engagements highlighted in blue can be found in this report. Notes on other company
engagements are available on request.
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Engagement Report

Axon Enterprise, Inc.

Objective: We spoke with the chair of the compensation committee to learn about a
proposed long-term equity incentive plan and recent decisions by members of the ethics
board to step down.
Discussion: The committee is developing a new long-term incentive plan that will include a
combination of share price and operational targets. The new plan will have several
characteristics in common with the existing incentive plan, including that all employees will
be eligible to participate. We learned that the committee is hoping to include a social
impact target aligned with Axon's purpose. There are plans to set an ambitious goal to cut
officer-involved shootings. We explained our support for this type of objective. We also
discussed the decision by several members of the ethics board to resign in response to an
announcement that Axon was developing Taser-equipped drones for schools. The board
accepts that communication around this potential product was mishandled and made it
very difficult for several members of the ethics board to continue in their position. The
board and CEO accept that they made mistakes in how they engaged with internal and
external stakeholders, as well as completing more research into the education system.
They are working to make improvements including the set-up of a new ethics and equity
advisory council.
Outcome: We are encouraged by the company's willingness to engage with us on ESG
topics. We think the compensation committee is being thoughtful about how it incentivises
employees to deliver on long-term strategy. We will continue to monitor the company's
development of controversial projects and encourage management and the board to listen
carefully to experts and important stakeholders.

B3 S.A. - Brasil, Bolsa, BalcAo

Objective: The main aim of this meeting with B3 was to probe B3's sustainability
ambitions. We wanted to speak to B3's sustainability team to understand the drive behind
its efforts. We also wanted to know how the overall exchange integrated ESG into strategic
decision-making, understand the appetite for ESG products in Brazil, and ask the team
what it thought the future of ESG in the region looked like and what its role was supporting
its development. Although not a material concern, we also wanted to question the
exchange's use of 2021 as its baseline for recent new emissions reduction targets.
Discussion: B3 first outlined its sustainability strategy, emphasising that the exchange
recognised its role and responsibility to promote ESG but that currently, in the market, a
lack of data was pervasive and hindering more widespread adoption. Gender inequity,
generally, would appear to be a strategic priority for B3. In 2021, the exchange became the
world's first to issue a Sustainability Linked Bond. It is committing to the creation of a
diversity index for the Brazilian market to promote companies listed to set gender in
leadership diversity and other (as yet to be defined) targets by 2024 and increasing the
percentage of women in leadership positions within the exchange to 35 per cent from
2020's 27.2 per cent baseline by 2026. B3 are also working on developing a carbon
market - the exchange estimating Brazil could provide for 15 per cent of the global offset
market. We asked whether B3 had been working with any initiatives to ensure carbon
market integrity. It was encouraging to hear there had been conversations with Taskforce
on Scaling Voluntary Carbon Markets and others.
We briefly touched on B3's recent scope 2 emissions target. While not a material issue for
the exchange, we wanted to understand why it had chosen to use 2021 as a baseline. In
2021, Brazil's grid intensity spiked owing to a drought (~64 per cent of Brazil's electricity
comes from hydropower) causing B3's own scope 2 emissions to rise approximately 114
per cent year-over-year. B3's 15 per cent reduction target by 2026 uses this outlier year as
a baseline. We encouraged B3 to review its use of this baseline, as achievement of the
target would not amount to meaningful emissions reductions.
Outcome: B3 will review use of 2021 for their scope 2 target and we have been invited to
support the development of its 'climate roadmap'. We agreed to continue the conversation
with B3's sustainability team later in the year, following COP27, for an update on initiatives
- namely its work on carbon markets. We will also look to better understand B3's ESG
ambitions and its integration into strategic decision-making in upcoming meetings with
senior leadership. We look forward to future conversations with B3, where we will continue
to encourage the exchange to be ambitious in its promotion of more sustainable practices
by companies and/or investors in the Brazilian market.
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Engagement Report

B3 S.A. - Brasil, Bolsa, BalcAo

Purpose: As part of a broader discussion with the CEO and CFO, this was an opportunity
to learn more about how sustainability and ESG link to B3's current and future strategy.
Discussion: This followed an August 2022 meeting with the sustainability lead from B3
where we wanted to probe and understand B3's sustainability ambitions. Our September
meeting with one of our investors at the B3 offices and 2 ESG analysts dialling in provided
an opportunity to hear perspectives on how the senior team and the board are thinking
about ESG and sustainability. B3 shared its perspectives on the role of the exchange in
this regard. B3 was an early leader in thinking about and taking action for sustainability
from an exchange perspective and continues to believe there is an opportunity for ESGrelated benchmarks and indexes as well as wider carbon markets. We were able to ask
about broader stakeholder engagement and the ambitions for further diversity in the
organisation and also hear perspectives on data management and governance.
Outcome: This provided a useful perspective on how ESG fits with the strategic priorities
of the organisation. We will continue to engage with the company on these issues.

CBRE Group, Inc.

Objective: We spoke to the chief responsibility officer and investor relations regarding a
range of environmental, social and governance topics as part of a shareholder
engagement program.
Discussion: We discussed the recent appointment of two non-executive directors with
commercial real estate and investment experience. These additions are part of a long-term
refreshment programme focused on building a board with relevant executive and
operational expertise that can support management and steward the business. Succession
planning has started for chairman Brandon Boze, who is required to step down in the next
couple of years in compliance with CBRE's bye-laws which limit director tenures to 12
years. We also discussed CBRE's climate strategy, which we believe is industry-leading.
We learned that all climate costs are integrated into CBRE's operational budget, whilst the
company is working diligently to support suppliers and clients in order to decarbonise its
value chain.
Outcome: This discussion extended the ongoing dialogue we have with CBRE about its
approach to ESG. We believe the company is a responsible, thoughtful operator and we
will continue to monitor progress and offer our support when required.

Compagnie Financière Richemont
SA

Objective: To discuss proposals put forward at Richemont's annual general meeting
(AGM).
Discussion: At Richemont's 2022 AGM, a shareholder put forward three proposals aimed
at improving board representation for minority shareholders. These included electing a
new director to the board. We spoke to the chair of Richemont, Johann Rupert, to discuss
these proposals. Whilst we are supportive of initiatives which allow us to discuss how
minority representation and overall governance can improve at the companies we hold, on
balance, we agreed with the chair and felt these proposals would be disruptive at this
point in time and not in shareholders' best interests. We also engaged with the proponents
of the proposals ahead of reaching a voting decision.
Our conversation with the chair provided us with very helpful context regarding the
proposals and provided us with the opportunity to discuss governance more broadly such as his current responsibilities, the dynamics and effectiveness of the board and longterm succession.
We also had a separate engagement with the Senior Independent Director, Clay Brendish,
as we decided to oppose executive remuneration due to a lack of disclosure. We
encouraged greater transparency and suggested improvements to ensure the
remuneration structure is sufficiently long-term and stretching. We emphasised the
importance of improving given the significant opposition vote from minority shareholders.
Outcome: After opposing the shareholder proposals and remuneration, we offered
suggestions on ways the company can improve and have offered to provide feedback if
helpful.
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CRH plc

Objective: To establish engagement priorities for CRH as part of Climate Action 100+.
Discussion: Climate Action 100+ is an initiative which supports collaborative engagement
with the world's top emitters. We joined the CA100+ initiative for CRH, which includes a
range of shareholders, earlier in the year. We joined as co-leaders of the initiative with
three other shareholders. The group had its first call since we became members recently,
the purpose of which was to agree on the engagement priorities for the group regarding
CRH. The three key priorities were agreed as: ensuring CRH integrates the costs of
external and internal carbon initiatives into its accounts; improving CRH's disclosure
around carbon targets and lobbying and understanding how it is proactively pursuing
decarbonisation innovation. The group has communicated these to the company and has
requested a meeting with the chair of the audit committee to discuss the first priority.
Outcome: Engagement priorities have been established and communicated to the
company.

Meta Platforms, Inc.

Objective: We attended a group Q&A call with the environmental sustainability lead,
Edward Palmieri, to understand more about emissions reduction and to specifically push
for more actions to counter climate misinformation.
Discussion: Acceptance of the responsibility to tackle misinformation is now clear with
extensive coverage in company reporting, alongside university-led research initiatives and
an on-platform climate science hub (CSC). Edward described how misinformation is
flagged, down-rated and positioned next to 'facts' by the product and content teams. We
were after more on how Meta can tell these efforts are having a positive impact: while
'facts' are good, we suspect they struggle against the politicised nature of climate issues
in some countries. In terms of value chain emissions, Meta is working on its SBTi
submission. Having cut direct emissions by 94 per cent since 2017 (100 per cent including
offsets), the company is aiming for value chain net zero by 2030. The SBTi target should
provide more detail on the emissions versus offset split behind this. Edward was also keen
to amplify the need for supportive policy to enable decarbonisation - with Meta openly
lobbying in favour.
Outcome: After targets comes implementation, and Meta provides disclosure as it tries to
deliver. We believe that Meta's most material climate impact is influencing, and we will
continue to monitor its actions on misinformation as we consider the real extent of its
positive climate alignment.

Netflix, Inc.

Objective: We spoke with investor relations about planned changes to Netflix's executive
compensation policy.
Discussion: Netflix has an unconventional pay plan whereby staff can choose how to
receive their pay, either options or cash. Options are automatically vested when granted.
This different approach to compensation is consistent with the company's general
approach to matters of culture and corporate governance. It has been an attractive
characteristic for our investment in the business. In response to high shareholder
opposition votes on the pay resolution, Netflix is considering several amendments to
assuage shareholder concerns. We learned that these proposed changes include ensuring
a minimum percentage of pay to be equity-based, a new annual bonus plan and a new
minimum one-year vesting period for option grants. We outlined our belief that changes
should only be made if the board believes they support the long-term strategy of the
business. Recent governance amendments which have declassified the board, removed
supermajority voting requirements and replaced plurality voting with majority voting have
been enacted after the board decided those practices were no longer necessary. In
contrast, the proposed changes to pay appear to be directly in response to shareholder
dissent.
Outcome: At the 2022 AGM we were in the minority of shareholders which supported the
executive compensation resolution. Whilst we believe corporate governance practices
should evolve over time, we are not convinced the proposed changes to executive pay are
necessary or improve the compensation plan. Realised compensation at Netflix is aligned
with long-term shareholder returns. We will monitor the impact of the proposed changes
and continue our dialogue with the board.
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Prosus

Objective: We engaged with the remuneration committee chair to discuss planned
changes to the executive pay plan.
Discussion: Remuneration committee chair Craig Enenstein has a candid, pragmatic
approach to executive pay and conveys a precise understanding of his responsibility to
shareholders as an independent non-executive director. Enenstein believes that the past
year was exceptionally uncomfortable for shareholders and the committee has taken
decisions in response to the increased discount to net asset value (NAV). We learned that
in 2023 there will be no salary increases for the CEO and CFO. Secondly, both executives
will forgo their regular long-term incentive award. Finally, a new discount-linked special
incentive is being implemented to ensure management is focused on delivering a material
reduction of the discount to NAV. The special incentive requires approval from
shareholders and has a much lower quantum than regular long-term incentives. This
reflects the fact that the effect of reducing the discount is returning the value to previous
levels rather than creating new value for shareholders.
Outcome: The decisions taken by the remuneration committee do not fit with conventional
pay practices. However, they demonstrate an awareness by the committee of its
responsibility to align the experiences of management and shareholders. Furthermore, the
use of a bespoke incentive is a deliberate action by the board to focus management's
efforts on a strategic issue that, if resolved, will realise significant value for shareholders.
We believe the board remains focused on the long-term strategy and we plan to support
the remuneration resolution at the upcoming AGM.

Ryanair Holdings plc

Objective: Discuss developments regarding Ryanair's approach to environmental, social
and governance (ESG) issues.
Discussion: We met with members of Ryanair's board and its head of sustainability to
discuss a range of environmental, social and governance topics. Our discussion with the
chair and senior independent director focused on board succession. They are actively
reviewing board skills to identify gaps as they are preparing for upcoming board
refreshment. There are several directors on the board who, given their tenure, are likely to
retire in the next three to five years, and preparations are being made now. Broadening
industry and international experience were mentioned as desirable enhancements, which
we agreed with. We also discussed executive remuneration as the board is in the process
of negotiating with the CEO to renew his contract. We will need to wait for the outcome of
those discussions.
Our meeting with the head of sustainability focused on developments relating to
sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). Two deals made by Ryanair and fuel producers regarding
SAF have recently been announced. The company is hosting a day later in the year
dedicated to discussing SAF. Various stakeholders within the industry (fuel producers,
aircraft manufacturers and academics) will gather to update investors on the long-term
prospects of the fuel within the industry.
Outcome: We look forward to attending the SAF day and were grateful for the update on a
range of ESG topics from both the head of sustainability and members of the board.

The Trade Desk,

Objective: We met with Chris Toth, head of investor relations, to begin a dedicated
conversation on The Trade Desk's potential for positive climate impact.
Discussion: The first part of the discussion focused on The Trade Desk's own climate
basics. The company is getting ready to disclose its own direct emissions and is thinking
about long term renewable energy purchasing and plans for net zero. Scope 3 boundaries
are a challenge, but that took us neatly into a discussion of The Trade Desk's potential for
broader system influence. The company is seeing clear client and supplier focus on
'climate quality', which brings a focus on ad content and placement. The company has
already set quality standards for political advertising and sees scope to extend and apply
these in the climate space.
Outcome: As expected, The Trade Desk is thoughtful and open about its thinking and
approach to climate, which goes beyond its own operational emissions. We need to keep
the conversation going as the company considers a clear public stance.
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Twilio

Objective: We had a call with the board to discuss management turnover, planned
changes to the executive compensation plan and board composition.
Discussion: There have been several changes to the executive management team in the
last year. We discussed the reasons for these changes and learned that the board believes
it has established a high-class leadership team, with talent across the company markedly
enhanced too. Changes to executive pay include the introduction of performance targets
for executive equity awards. The board is seeking to be more intentional about the manner
in which it incentivises and rewards management by providing clear financial objectives.
We also discussed equity issuance, as the share count has increased significantly in
recent years. We learned that the board took decisions to strengthen Twilio's balance
sheet and discussions are ongoing about how they can manage the equity burn rate going
forward. Finally, we discussed board composition where we have identified several
directors with a large number of directorships. We learned that the board does not set a
limit on the number of positions a director can maintain at one time. It does not want to
impact its ability to attract good directors and believes these other roles provide valuable
experience and expertise to the Twilio board.
Outcome: The past year has seen several important changes at Twilio which are relevant
from an operational and corporate governance perspective. We will continue to engage
with the company and monitor developments, as it is currently too soon to determine what
impact they will have on the business over the long term.

Wayfair

Objective: We met with Derek Oliver, the head of corporate sustainability, as part of our
ongoing engagement on the company's environmental impacts and ambitions.
Discussion: We identified Wayfair as a climate and environment engagement priority back
in 2020. As a platform aggregating the (primarily) furniture products of over 23,000
suppliers, many from Asia, and matches them with millions of customers, mostly in the US
and Europe, it has huge potential for positive influence. Its levers run across raw materials
and durability, through logistics, to customer choice and, ultimately, reuse or disposal.
Management recognises the potential and is working on supplier education and have
introduced some sustainability labelling for consumers. However, it seems a landscape
that is still very fragmented and lacks sufficient regulatory frameworks.
Outcome: This was a useful follow-up to our meeting with the CEO in June. It was a
working exchange of ideas covering emissions reporting, the evolution of low emissions,
freight, supplier engagement and customer influence. We will continue the conversation
into 2023.
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New Purchases
Stock Name

Transaction Rationale

MercadoLibre

We have taken a holding in MercadoLibre, the Latin American e-commerce, payments and
logistics platform. We believe it has a large opportunity with e-commerce penetration a fraction
of more developed countries, whilst also having the ability to provide a payments, credit and
savings platform for a continent poorly served by the existing financial system. Its rapid growth
in recent years and heavy investment in logistics have solidified its competitive position and
made it more capable of continuing to fend off the threat from Amazon and other players. Given
its founder leadership and large opportunity set, we believe MercadoLibre could become one of
the most valuable companies in the world. Due to recent share price weakness, we believe this
is an opportunity to take an incubator holding. Its position is likely to strengthen in a secular
growth market and the share price is not reflective of its improving operational performance.

Shiseido

Shiseido is a global cosmetics company based in Japan with several strong brands. The global
cosmetics industry has grown consistently over long periods of time and we believe that this will
resume post Covid and lock-downs in Japan and Asia. Structural growth has and will continue
to be driven by product innovation and the rising middle classes in Asia and in particular China
underpinned by growing spending power and a greater propensity to spend on cosmetics.
Shiseido's valuation reflects depressed levels of profitability but we are confident that as Asia
reopens this will normalise and that the company has many years of profitable growth ahead of
it. As a result we decided to make an investment in Shiseido for the portfolio.

Complete Sales
Stock Name

Transaction Rationale

Brilliance China Automotive

Brilliance Auto Group is a Chinese multinational auto manufacturer based in the Liaoning
Province in China. The initial investment case was based on the growth potential for the jointventure with BMW, a major German luxury auto maker. China is the world's largest auto market
and BMW's brand and product range is highly desirable in China. We believed the company was
in a unique position to capture the growing spend on luxury cars in China and increasing
production volumes and sales supported this. However, Brilliance was suspended from trading
in April 2021, as a result of financial issues at the company involving a subsidiary making
unauthorised loan guarantees to its parent. The company was given until the end of September
2022 to meet a set of eight remedial actions or face de-listing. After exhaustive work exploring
options, we took the opportunity to sell the entirety of the holding over-the-counter. With the
deadline looming and a rising probability of Brilliance being de-listed, we felt this was in the best
interest of our clients.

Carvana

We have sold out of the modest position in US online used-car sales platform Carvana. This
has been a short and challenging holding having been bought in May 2021, with the share price
weakening significantly since August 2021 to date. While we think the long-term opportunity
remains enticing, the competitive position robust and operational performance positive, we
believe that the company has a narrowing path to delivering on this potential in a more difficult
funding environment. In a rising rate environment, we have doubts about a company that buys
its inventory on credit, then sells it, often, to customers who take out credit.

Vimeo Inc.

Video software solutions company, Vimeo, was spun out of existing Global Alpha holding
InterActive Corp (IAC) in 2021. Our forward looking hypothesis centred on increasing demand
for video across small and medium sizes businesses with Vimeo providing best-in-class
software and tools to create and share this video content. A clear beneficiary of the Covid-19
lockdowns, we expected a slowdown in growth as we saw a return to in-person working and
training. However we have grown increasingly concerned that the growth has slowed faster than
we had expected. We also have concerns that Vimeo's competitive advantage is not as strong
as we originally expected and we believe larger platforms such as Alphabet/Microsoft may
compete in this space. Finally, a lack of cost controls in the business has led to widening losses
and we have lost confidence in management, resulting in the complete sale of the business.
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